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1. Melissa has 921 kiwis. Leslie has 8009 kiwis. How many fewer kiwis does Melissa have than
Leslie?

=

2. 9337 plums are on the table. 407 of them are gold and the rest are yellow. How many plums
are yellow?

=

3. Chloe has 722 fewer pears than Aaron. Aaron has 8716 pears. How many pears does Chloe
have?

=

4. David has 412 kiwis. Dustin has 8282 kiwis. How many more kiwis does Dustin have than
David?

=

5. Kyle has 5307 hens. 769 of the hens are brown and the rest are black. How many of his
hens are black?

=

6. Ria's mom gave 8626 kiwis to take to school. Ria gave 154 kiwis to her friends. How many
kiwis are left over?

=
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7. Cathy has 558 fewer bananas than Tyler. Tyler has 8958 bananas. How many bananas
does Cathy have?

=

8. Darren has 637 berries. Henry has 9887 berries. How many more berries does Henry have
than Darren?

=

9. Anika has 460 fewer cherries than Megan. Megan has 9942 cherries. How many cherries
does Anika have?

=

10. Miranda has 6207 goats. 701 of the goats are brown and the rest are gray. How many of
her goats are gray?

=

11. Ria has 862 pears. Miranda has 3970 pears. How many fewer pears does Ria have than
Miranda?

=

12. 1845 berries are on the table. 903 of them are blue and the rest are red. How many berries
are red?

=
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